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Embrace nature  
 Our new VELUX Roman blinds collection  
 looked to Mother Earth for colours 

Contents:

Check out your new  
VELUX Roman blinds at velux.nn

Natural colours and soft fabrics create a warm and cosy atmosphere 
without stealing all attention themselves.

Our new collection has been designed in close collaboration with  
Trend Union, Europe’s leading trend agency. The new fabrics and  
structures are soft, light and packed with effects. Why not dim  
out the light. Or use transparent, lacy fabrics to create beautiful  
light effects – or go opaque to soften the light.

Position your roman blinds any way you please for maximum effect. And 
if you find it hard to choose, changing them only takes a few minutes.
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Raw  
contrasts
Contrasting all-white walls and floors with simple, graphic 
furniture in darker shades are classic elements in Scandinavian 
interior design. Choose natural materials such a wood, leather 
and soft lambskins for extra comfort. 

The new VELUX Roman blinds are 
so easy to change. Pick out the style 
that emphasizes the look you want. 
You can choose from 20 inspiring 
designs.

Roman blinds are perfect in 
combination with roller shutters 
that keep your home warm during 
winter and protect against heat 
during summer.

Turn upside down – and 
you’ve got yourself a brand 
new nature style table!

Use studs at the bottom 
of the stump to ensure 
stability.

Allow the tree stump to dry, 
then plane till smooth.

6500 6501 6502 6503 6504



Why not  
invite nature  
inside?
Wood has a texture; richness in colour and an all-natural 
scent that makes every room come alive. Use wood as 
close to the natural tree shape as possible and add femi-
nine blinds for an edgy, yet cosy look.

Mix cushions, rugs and 
blankets in different struc-
tures to emphasize a natu-
ral and feminine look.

A collection of slim glass 
vases adds elegance. Remove 
all leaves from flowers for 
a more graphic look. 

Transparent feminine 
designs gives your natural 
styling a softer edge. This 
Roman blind is 6506.

Fill a rustic plate with sand, 
natural rock pieces and 
sturdy candles. Then light 
up your local beach!

Choose shade in shade 
colours for paint, cushions 
and rugs. 

6505 6506 6507 6508 6509



Natural  
sleep
A bedroom should inspire rest. That’s why it doesn’t need 
a ton of colours. Rather keep it naturally cosy with dim 
nuances and warm lighting. Ideally you’d want to use your 
bedroom whenever you feel like resting. For instance when 
reading a good book, thinking, meditating or going over 
the day.

Roman blinds are easy to 
arrange so they let in just 
the amount of light you 
want.

The fabrics are also sold 
separately for endless 
flexibility in style.

Light up your bedroom: 
Wrap fern leaves around a 
glass vase and fasten them 
with a pretty silk ribbon. 
Place a candle inside.

6510 6511 6512 6513 6514



Structure is 
everything
Structure gives darker colours more impact. It allows light to reflect 
more nuances of each colour for a warmer, more vibrant look. 

Using a darker colour scheme when decorating, creates a more intimate 
and warm atmosphere. Choose a dark, but yet transparent blind, to 
soften the light and add an elegant look to the room. 

For an exclusive touch look for fabrics with woven silver threads that 
create a discreet sparkling effect when touched by light (design 6515). 

 
Check out all  
new colours  
and fabrics  
at velux.nn
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VELUX
blinds and shutters
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